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invasion of Grenada, the bombing of
Libya by the U.S.. a
deal
for alleged spy Nicholas Daniloff s
release, and U.S. arms sales to Iran in
exchange for the release of hostages in
' the Middle East as examples
of the
administration's use of disinformation.
Blasts Reagan on Iranian He stated that we are now in one of the
"lowest points" in the history "of
Arms Deal
United States foreign policy."
Jackson was particularly concerned
that trading arms to Iran in exchange
By Peter D. Westerman
for the hostages undermines the efforts
of others, including himself, to gain
On Tuesday, November 18 at 9:15
their freedom through humanitarian
A.M. Reverand Jesse Jackson appeared
appeal He felt that the introduction of
at a press conference in the Tartan
arms as a negotiating tool had "put a
Room of the Wooster Inn. Jackson
price" on the release of remaining
opened the press conference by
hostages.
presenting a brief, statement that
In response to a question, Jackson
constituted the major points he
stated that "U.S.. arms sales have
addressed later in his speech to a
attracted hostility" in the region. He
standing-roo- m
only crowd at the
said that a comprehensive peace policy
College's McGaw ChapeL
Jackson stated that domestic policies
were of "basic concern" to him.
Specifically, he spoke of an "economic
justice" agenda for '88 that would
display "sensitivity and integrity." He
seemed concerned with the recent rash
of industrial plant closings in the
United States caused by what he
Newsservices
attributed to unfair trade practices from
foreign countries and the deterioration
The College of Wooster has been
of American farms.
awarded
a $200,000 grant from The
Jackson al&ocriticized profitable
Pew Memorial Trust in Philadelphia to
companies for closing plants and
laying off employees to increase their purchase scientific equipment for the
college's departments of biology,
profit margins.
Reverend Jackson expressed concern chemistry, geology, and physics-- It
is the second grant the college
over the Reagan administration's use of
received
has
from The Pew Memorial
disinformation because he believes that
Trust
recently.
In August the
it has challenged the credibility of the
organization
Wooster a major
awarded
United States. He cited the U. S.
four-yegrant (totaling $498,000)

Speaks of "Economic
Justice Agenda for '88"

U.S.-Sovi- et

College Receives
Grant for Science
Equipment

ar

November 21, 1986

was needed in the Middle East,
including: commitments to rebuild
Lebanon; Israeli security; normalized
ties with Arab countries; and a home
for the Palestinians.
Toward the end of his presentation in
McGaw ChapeL Jackson spoke of the
importance of strong family and
educational policies. He also used the
opportunity to address the dangers of
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Porn Law Forces
To Change
CO!ir5P
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drug and alcohol abuse.

Jackson's speech was emotional at
times, and stirred a strong reaction
from the audience who gave him a
standing ovation at the speech's
conclusion. Although much of his
speech seemed to border on election
rhetoric Jackson said he has not yet
decided to run again for the presidency.
He noted, however, that the Rainbow
Coalition will be running candidates at
every level in the 1988 elections.

Susan

by

Skorupa

Greensboro,N.CXCPS)

Professors
Caro,in

Sute

University

spokeswoman Rosalind Reid.
But NC State hasn't "had any kind
of reaction to the law as yet," she adds.
"The only controversy, so far, has

been at UNC-G,- "
agrees George
Gardner of the American Civil Liberties
Union's (ACLU) Raleigh office. "But
it's hard to say what other professors
aren't doing any longer at other "
campuses."

At

.

however, the
A tough new
law is
controversy
has
been
continuous
since
causing big changes in some classes at
film
Tony
Prof.
history
Fragola
the University of North Carolina at
decided the new law was "ambiguous"
Greensboro this falL
enough
to drop die works of Federico '
At least two professors are
Fellini
and
a few other filmmakers
changing their course content to avoid
from his syllabus.
risking arrest
Some films Fragphvas hflwn in
As a result, film history students
class
"deal with .axuaj, activity
no longer can study Federico Fellini
involving
minors, and showing them '
movies, while art students can't see
make
me susceptible to
could
slides of certain artworks.
prosecution
under
the law. If the
Some human sexuality books were
seeing
students
are minors. I
the
films
removed from the library and some
could
be
also
liable
displaying
for
artists' visions of nude figures were
sexually
to minors.
explicit
materials
removed from campus display until
Communications ProL Thomas
student and faculty protest forced
lawyer advised him lo stop
Tedfonfs
administrators to return them to public
showing
slide show about erotic art
a
use last week.
and obscenity court cases from his class
Though the new law can be applied
statewide, no other Norm Carolina on First Amendment law. saying he
arrested for it.
college besides UNC-G'- s
are enduring could be
In
addition,
an art class using live
any of its effects.
nude
models
for
life drawing probably
UNC-G's
Some think it's because
will disappear after this semester.
liberal reputation seems to have
School administrators, moreover,
attracted the attention of a group of
; Fragola they'd take no
told
Christian fundamentalists who lobbied
responsibility
for what professors teach
vigorously for die new and obscenity
classes,
"leaving it up lo the
in
their
law in the state legislature last year.
individual
defend
to
himself if
"UNC-is really no more liberal
obscenity charges arise. Fragola says.
than any other UNC campus, but k
Karen Carpenter, an assistant editor
docs share a rather liberal reputation
Carolinian, agrees
the UNC-of
with
Hill." says North
school officials "seem content to
in the percentage of its chemistry
"continue to do things aalways.
graduates who eventually earn, a
They say the law was not made for this
doctorate. It ranks 5th in geology, 6th school, but they're being very
in the physical sciences and 14th in
biology.
Indeed, no UNC-- official would .
The Pew Memorial Trust is die respond officially to College Press
largest of seven Pew charitable trusts
Service questions about the course
established by the surviving sons and
changes.
daughters of Joseph N. Pew, founder of
Continued on Paget
the Sun Oil Company.
anti-obscen- ity

UNC--

G.

-

from

The

Pew

Trust

for the

development of interdisciplinary.

seminars and research

sophomore-lev- el

apprenticeships.

'

"The support The Pew Trust has
given Wooster is very gratifying," said
Donald W. Harward, acting president of
the college. The recent grant will
significantly reinforce Wooster's
program in the sciences, which depends
in part upon students having the

opportunity to gain hands on'
experience with the latest technology.
This, in turn, supports Wooster's
commitment to both
student and faculty research."
The grant will make possible,
among other things,'the establishment
of a molecular biology laboratory,
which will be equipped with an
untracentrifuge and other technical
equipment needed for molecular-levresearch. The grant also will provide
for an atomic absorption unit for
chemistry and sophisticated laser
equipment in physics.
Wooster's science programs carry
strong reputation. A 1985 report on
"The Future of Science at Liberal Arts
Colleges" identified Wooster as one of
tch nation's leading undergradate
institutions in the teaching and practice
of science. A 1982 study based on
National Research Council statistics
collected since. 1920 shows that
Wooster ranks 3rd in the United States
long-standi-
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David Dean,

The Wooster Voice
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Editor-in-Chi-

WE DESERVE
ENCOURAGEMENT AND
UNDERSTANDING

ef
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Fanfare For The Common Man

Shortcuts

A Look at Social

and

Edward Eberhart

Associate Editor
The Wooster Voice

Political Ills in Society

-

I think it's high time that someone without and end up looking like Tarzan
addressed one of the more pressing (kind of like Dave Albin).
how it is for the male
At
issues here at The College of Wooster.
really know how
a
don't
population. I
Yes, you're right, the total lack of
David A. Dean
get by; most
school
a
this
get
to
place
of
females
good
and
the
convenient
Editor-in-Chiseem to have a place to go. I suspect
haircut.
The Wooster Voice
It is reprehensible that there is not that the women don't bother to get their
one single place in Wooster that is hair cut in Wooster and do it at home
within easy walking distance of the on break.
friends,
of
choice
So, my fellow hacked-haire- d
careful
domestic,
College
that provides cheap, good
and
foreign
politicians,
most
For
Wooster
the
die
go
to
haircut. Many of you have agonized. I say to you, don't
words and condemnations have meant the difference between
"truth" and the "lie." What may be pleasing to a certain audience as I have, about getting your haircut snippers. Rebel until they come to their
may somehow cover or distort the truth and invariably the because you know mat youll probably knees and provide the service that we
audience is left with "feeling good" about how they are not end up walking in the rain to a place deserve.
associated with society's Ills. The founder of the Rainbow that is probably five miles off campus
Coalition, civil rights activist and coordinator of P.U.S.H., the for a cut that you wouldn't take home This editorial is in response to a rather
Reverend Jesse Jackson lambasted every facet of national and to mother because she would probably lackluster haircutting effort provided by
international injustice with the eloquence and refined humility he cry for two weeks straight. So, instead one of the local barbers on, of all
of destroying your mother, you go places, my curly locks.
has patented so well.
.

least-that'-

s

Reverend Jackson spoke about international understanding
domestically and abroad. He showed that America is like a quilt
and that the string that binds the patches is our understanding of
one another's differences. Understanding and not assimilation can
bring about a mutual understanding.
The Reverend Jackson spoke about the inconsistencies in the
the
D..aan administration toward its policy in South Africa,
us
gave
he
Finally,
countries.
World
many
Third
Soviet Union and
be
round.
none
could
a ray of hope where
Jesse Jackson spoke tor the common man and the common
woman, and he spoke on a level that everyone could understand:
rich and poor, black and white, male and female, American and
International, uneducated and educated. He spoke to us in a way
own
that made us feel good about the future if we take it in our
terms
that
grandiose
in
speak
not
hands. Reverend Jackson does
common
beautifully
so
is
He
realitv.
from
audience
th
in hi elevation to Dolitical and social prominance he
thot
still never forgets what it is like to be a part of the oppressed or
underclass.
wi.ii. other noliticlans wallow in the mire of special Interestus
wiiiv elite circles of nower. Reverend Jackson reminds our
that w have a duty and obligation beyond our family, beyond
our cltv.' to help- those who are lessit.R.-i.nwa mawwf .nrf hevond
UClu
""J
old
fortunate than ourselves. His plea waa not original nor was It
very
very,
special
Koci, D.verend Jackson touched us in a
w
- thu r.mnm shall neveV foreet. If you left McGaw
unmoved, untouched, and unemotional, serious social obligations
are lacking.
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Protect your employees, your
company, and yourself from the
personal suffering and financial
loss of cancer. .. can your local
unit of the American Cancer
and ask for their free
pamphlet. "Helping Your.
Employees to ProtecCThem-selve- s
Against Cancer." Start '
your company on a policy of
good health today!
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Flurries will be ending today and skies will
partly sunny with a high of 37 to 42. Tonight promises
to be mostly clear and cold with a low ranging from 27 to
ThPwppksnd weather is shaDina uo well with mild and
dry conditions on tao. It will be sunny to partly sunny on
Saturday and Sunday with" mostly clear skies prevailing both
s
omu
nights. Highs will ranye rrorn w to ?t on oaturudy
32
27
on
to
range
from
to 54 on Sunday. Mornir.5 lows will
Saturday and 37 to 42 on Sunday. TRIVIA; A Sno is a cold,
air current which fills the Scandinavian
vaileys in the winter from the highlands, attaining
velocities sometimes above 50 m.p.h. in the fiords.
Snow
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Dear Editor,

Letters to
the Editor

!C

They cannot help their personal
feelings for others of the same gender.
One must wonder how those who
condemn homosexuality would feel if
Christ
they had
was condemning those residual
practices of both the Greek and
Roman empires in which open
sexuality with both genders was
practiced. He encouraged fidelity to
one mate, opposing the practice of
taking a wife or husband, then having
homosexual affairs on the side.
We, as Christians, are charged to
accept those around us, even if they
think differently than we do, for no one
any one of
is perfect Jesus said.
you is without sin, let him be the first
to throw a stone at her." John 8:7.
Therefore, if an individual must view
homosexuality as a sin (which I do
not), then let himher remember that
heshe has, and still does, sin
constantly. . Likewise, we must be
tolerant of those who choose abortion
as a solution to a personal problem .
We need not necessarily approve of
anything others do, but as Christians,
we must be tolerant and encouraging,
for what I believe is right may be
wrong to you. The final decision is up

God's favor?

to God.

26-2-

"un-christi- an

Homosexuals are bom homosexuals.

-

Dear Editor,

I am very much appalled by the
attitudes of those persons who are in
charge of choosing cheerleaders. For
the past two years, I have witnessed
acts of racism by the squad and those
who were in charge. Recently, there

Dear Editor,
In response to a letter by Geoffery
Willour in the most recent issue of the
Voice. I feel a need to argue one of his
major points. Homosexuality and
abortion should not be condoned by
Christians or the church. Chuck Hall's
letter, immediately following, seems
to show Christianity in a different light.
Hall states, "We can improve the
practice of our faith, but we will never
be perfect." and Christ preached love
and acceptance. ..but acceptance does
not mean approval."
Willour makes reference to Romans
7
:
to support his claim that
homosexuality is
and
perverted." Unfortunately, he, like
many others before him, has fallen into
the trap of taking a statement out of
context. The full passage refers to
homosexuality as one punishment of
men who turn from God. If I were
damned and were punished by God by
having my right arm cut off, would
that mean that all people without a
right arm were damned. Hardly.
Homosexuality is one of those
uncomfortable inconveniences which
some people must suffer. Blacks have
long suffered for the colour of their
skin. Does this mean they are out of

were several

African-Americ-

women

an

ignorance is quite detestable.
My feeling to this is mat, if you are
not open to new ideas or new cultures,

then remove yourselves from this
College of Wooster. One thing that
n
students) don't
we
d
individuals. I
need is
hope that this problem is eradicated
very soon and those
women who deserve apologies will
receive them as soon as possible. If
n
you think that
women have too much "soul", then
(African-America-

narrow-minde-

who had participated in try outs.
Although two of them made this years
cheerleading squad, they were
discouraged from remaining on the
squad, in that, they felt they were not
treated fairly, as was the case for those
n
take
Studies,
who did not make it. The two
n
Folklore ll 2, etc.,
n
women were used as
tokens. A statement was made that said then you too might aquire or develop
something to this effect, "I don't want some "soul."
some women to make me look bad
Sincerely,
because they have too much soul." To
Antoine
Hudson
think that Wooster breeds such
African-Americ-

African-America-

African-America-

African-America-

If

r

own'jftiL ca. tut .

(w"-yJ-lt-

.

mailing list.
It clearly states in the section "Editors

Comments' that "Although the
Harambee Sneaks committee by
'Color
contents of Harambee speaks are based
the
about
Hodges
Pamela P.
Blind' issue printed in the Wooster on the Black experience it does not
- Voice last week. I am compelled to limit its reading audience." Another
respond to this disagreement in two point made in this section is the idea
different ways, as Student Editor of that everything printed may not be
Speaks and as an pleasing to everybody. "From time to
.. Harambee
n
Student at the
time the contents of H.S. may offend
some individuals." Cheryl Thompson,
College of Wooster.
Managing Editor of H.S.. goes further
As student Editor I feel it is
to explain that we too have a "Letters
necessary to clear up a few
misunderstandings mat may have been to The Editor column. If there are any
rebuttals our function is to take heed to
fabricated after reading the article
opposing the way the "Dear Brothers the constructive criticisms. Why our
staff, or BSA was not approached with
and Sisters" committee handled the
response to 'color blind." First of all, if this concern is another question that
needs to be raised.
is important tnat the college
In light of the advice given to "Color
communiry-at-large
is aware that our
Blind', a student confused with their
literary art magazine, Harambee
Speaks, is not reserved "for the Black natural identity as a Black individual,
community at the College of Wooster" there is nothing racist in telling that
student that they will always be Black
only. One may be pleased to know
and never will be white. Of course mis
on
the
copy
resides
that even a
literature table in the Dean's office. We can only be understood after realizing
are proud to say that our publication is that an oppressed people can not
oppress the oppressors and therefore
not only distributed to various
never be considered racist because of
organizations on campus, professors
the lack of power and inherent
and alumni but also to other college
superiority (The use of Webster is not
organizations on different campuses
always advantageous). Another point
Seeing
that
the
country.
across
Harambe Sneaks does not receive the needed to be made is that the response's
attitude is being more than
budget that the Voice does, it is not
plausible to think that we could flood confused with the thought of being
the campus with our publication. As
The 'Dr. Martin Luther King
well as that, we have made it possible
Argument'
is one used too often in the
for interested students to receive our
when discussing Black
way
wrong
magazine who aren't already on our
African-America-

?

t

Chad Chenot

To the Editor,

I am writing this letter in response
to the concerns addressed to Jie

an

African-America-

I

'pro-Blac-

k'

'anti-whit- e'.

Awareness. It is already obvious that
Dr. King preached that Blacks and
Whites should come together, but
never did he say that one should
assimilate to the other races' culture.
The concept of racial inequality only
being considered when thinking of
South Africa's apartheid government is
not too clear because America itself
isn't much more than twenty years
from having a system of government
very similar. Can someone convince
themselves to believe that within a
twenty year span such overt violence
could be eliminated completely and
have no effect whatsoever on them

Cotege

Pr

Sarvte

capabilities. I know that there were
Blacks who fought for my freedom and

my liberty, who struggled, bled and
died for me to continue the struggle for
equality. This is something I can
never forget. How can I forget
someone who died for me?
By right, the Jews have a culture, the
Irish, the Polish as well as other ethnic
groups. And by right. I AM PROUD
THAT I HAVE ONE TOO !!!
Respectfully Submitted

This letter is in response to the letter
you received and printed from Pamela
P. Hodges Friday November 14. 1986.
In mis letter I refuse to rebut tit for tat
publicly every issue she raised in her
letter last week that I disagree with, I
will only try here to correct publicly
the misconceptions Pam has that in
turn she may have unintentionally
through her letter led other individuals
astray to draw the same conclusions
that she did and others about Harambee .
Sneaks, All other issues will be
addressed by myself at a later date
through the proper medium, the next
issue of Harambee Speaks.
I clearly understand that, Pam, you
have the right to express the feelings
that have been building inside you for
the past seven semesters but I must
write in response to your letter to try
to clarify a few things and set a few
issues straight. This is in no way an
apology from myself or the Harambee
Srwa1c committee as we feel that there
is no need for such action.
The question posed by Colorblind
which appears in the first issue of
Harambee Speaks this year is not from
any particular individual on this
campus but apparently quite a few
Black students on this campus can
identify with this character. The idea
for this question comes from the
Ebony Advisor which is an advise
column found monthly in Ebonv
magazine. The Harambee Speaks
committee only used this question
because we felt this type of person
may exist on this campus and to
encourage our readers to follow suit and
send in their questions since this was
the first time this column appeared in
our puoucaHEW.
to
In the issue following the issue that
this question appeared don't recall
anyone calling the Johnson Publishing
Staff White racists, narrowminded or
any of the like.
t t jit.l-i- ,
Harambee Speakaj-i- s A. .literary
publication but was created by and is
written by the Black community at the
College of Wooster. This magazine is
an expression of the Black experience
in all its true sense awakening beauty
and ugly truth. Not only does the

vt

I

Continued on page 6

Prester Pickett
Student Editor
Harambee Speaks

today?

As Student Editor of H.S. I am
grateful for such a dispute. It can only
serve as a reminder that we all do hot
think alike, and are entitled and should
be respected for our opinions.
Withdrawn from the though of my
being and editor, I feel as an
that the world in
which the author of the discussed article
lives is not one that is very realistic for
me. I grew up in a predominantly
Black social setting. Mentioning that
my family were the first Blacks in our
neighborhood is irrelevant because
eventually all the whites moved out.
Of course this hasn't stopped me from
attending the College of Wooster, a
predominantly White institution. The
brief point to be made is that I know
that I am not attending the College of
Wooster simply because of my
personality, or my merits or
African-Americ-

an

,

--
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Soccer Fans,

The College of Wooster Men's
Soccer team would like to thank all of
our loyal fans, those students, faculty,
administration, and parents who were
such a big part of our success this year.
We appreciate all your support, the
game attendance, the cheering, and the
posters (even the field decorations)..
We especially appreciated the dedication
of those fans who followed us on our
journey to Iowa (the promised land),
and those who made the long trip
down to Delaware, Ohio, to support us
at Nationals.
86 Men's Soccer Team
Chris Drake

mm
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Paul's Corner

Review: Wooster
Dance Company

Ich's Update

Opinion by Paul Savage

by Sheri Shamblin

g
years I have seen a wide array of
Over the past three and
speakers invade the Wooster campus, spreading their views to the students. Don't
So now mat you have heard every
you think it's about time to hear a fine conservative scholar or statesman speak
opinion concerning the "new
on this campus? It's time the "silent conservatives" on this campus should speak
Ichabod's," wouldn't you say it is time
up. and I know there are a lot of you out there. Don't be afraid to voice your
we have gotten the facts? That is thei
opinions in fear of reprisals from the outspoken liberals of Woo. We
purpose of this column: to give the
conservatives must be heard, and we want to hear some different viewpoints man,
latest developments of Ichabod's and to
" Ronald Reagan has ruined our country, bt cause the whales are being killed by
spur some interest once again in a
nuclear waste from an MX missile on a foreclosed farmer's land in the dust bowl
place that has been held fondly in the
that once was an LTV steel plant"
eyes of Wooster students for several
A partial list of speakers who have appeared on the Wooster campus since
years.
September of 1983 includes ( These are the ones I can remember)?
To update anyone who has been
Siokely Carmichael. leader of the Pan African Movement. This man is so
immune to the renovation of Ichabod's
g
radical that he is almost "too liberal" for Wooster. Some of over the summer, last spring, when
much of a
the things he puts forth: worker revolts against the "white supremacists" of the
Ichabod's became faced with a new
Zionist world, violence where "it's needed 7 and other assorted good radical stuff
liability policy that would prevent it
that was "really groovy" in the late sixties.
from serving beer, attempts were made
Julian Bond, state senator from Georgia. A "leftover liberal" from the late
to face this drastic change.
sixties and early seventies, whose views are not too radical. At his Wooster
Questionnaires were submitted to the
presentation he must have cut down Ronald Reagan for about a solid hour. A real student body for ideas to add a little
flaming liberal.
something to Ichabod's to compensate
Last year's Wooster Commencement speaker (name not remembered). This
for the major change that was going to
person used mis address not to congratulate the graduates and to give them some
occur in the fall of 1986. Using the
of her great views on how to make it the "real world." She used her time to ideas proposed by the students that
express liberal feminist views to a "not-so- - receptive" crowd.
were within the $7000 budget given
Reverend Jesse Jackson, Democratic candidate for President in 1984 (Wow, he
by the trustees, Ichabod's received a
did really well!). Leader of the "Rainbow Coalition." As I'm writing this Mr.
face-liIt is now larger, brighter.
Jackson is probably somewhere in a hotel room thinking about his week's
cleaner, and fresher, and empty
activities. I will even admiuhat Jesse has some "pretty good" ideas but he's just
Ichabod's is empty in more than one
too idealistic, and, yes, boys and girls, he is another one of those, liberal speakers
sense of the word. With the exception
list.
to invade the Wooster campus. He adds to an
of its opening night, Ichabod's has
mat
the
even
a
of
include
small
percentage
list
does
not
above
The
have spoken at Woo in the last four years. Ohl I forgot a couple of people.
night Ich's will feature Arctic Red. a
Seniors, do you remember a man who spoke our freshman year about the
talented campus band that plays new
"violent overthrow of the American fascist regime in Washington?" Wasn't he a
wave type music Check it out! No,
nice guy? The other guy is (sorry to do this, I even nought he was entertaining) Tequilla Soup is not the only band on
Kurt Vonnegut Our school needs to obtain conservative speakers like George
campus.
Will, Pat Robertson, Robert Novak, Pat Buchanan, or even Jerry Falwell
Tonight and tomorrow night. The
(wouldn't the Woo liberals have fun ripping some questions at him!). Just face
Wooster Dance Company will present
ideas. We need some
it, the people who speak at Wooster usually have
"Visions," its Fall Concert. Directed
good conservatives to come here and say things like: "Let's arm the Contras and by Kim Tritt, this concert has, in years
make a lot of money while doing it so we all can drive BMWs to our
past, been a success. Tritt feels that this
neighborhood churches where our U2 children go to Sunday school and learn that is one of the strongest dance companies
Pat Robertson will be our nation's next President and mat all Communists are
Wooster has ever had, so don't miss
poor and stand in lines for vodka (Now wasn't mat fun!?!V
what is likely to be a great evening of
modem dance. Performances begin at
8:15 in FreedlanderTheatre.
(iff
There are a few parties happening
V.: ''
over the weekend in small houses and
off campus. Keep your ears open for
Alex Helander and John Taylor
these. We are told that mere will be a
Columnists, The Wooster Voice
wild bash over in the Beta section for
the Scot band. Band members will be
This weekend is most certainly
scenery than for its plot. "The
letting
their kilts down and everything!
looking better than last's not by Ladykillers," another British comedy,
your
Bring
tubas and bagpipes and join
much though. Our advice is to be a starring Peter Sellers, will be Sunday's
the fun. Security will have to keep
in
temporary nerd and get some work
classic film.
an eye on mis one just to make sure it
done; have your fun at home next
Big weekend in Ichabod's. For a
doesn't
get out of hand.
weekend. Although, do take advantage drastic change, believe it or not, there
you
like reggae head out of the
If
of the key events, like the Euchure is actually good cause to go to Ich's
Wootown and make your
cornfields
of
tournament this evening. Or make
tonight and tomorrow night No joke,
up
rocking metropolis of
way
the
to
sure you sign up for the SAJB. cow really! Seriously, we're not kidding!
and tomorrow
Tonight
Cleveland.
tipping trip, a contest to be held at a Go early because the lines will be long
neighboring farm tomorrow night.
(O.K. Alex, let's not get carried away). night The Swamp Band, a well known
Tonight Mom's will be hosting its' This evening Ich's will host the "Let's group out of Pittsburgh, will be
second-to-laSpotlight Showcase for Dance" dance marthon from 8 pjn. to 8 playing the Phantasy and Peabody's
Down Under, respectively. Ask a
this semester. Jim Hawley, guitarist, am. For those of you who haven't
Clevelander
for directions.
will perform from
pan. caught on yet, this iswas AIDS
Sounds mellow.
If none of this tickles your fancy,
awareness week. The dance hopes to
This weekend's films are "Monty raise money which will go to AIDS youll be happy to know that Jerry is
Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl," research. Please support this worthy still serving at Leroy's. ThereH be fish
and "Out of Africa." If you enjoy silly cause. Ichabod's DJs will be featured for dinner tonight and the Library is
British humor then this Python movie until 3 a.m., then there will be a open 'til 10 pjn. Have a great
is for you. For those of you who are special appearance by John Taylor, a weekend and stay out of (or get into)
Voice columnist (who's that?), and trouble! And please enjoy your
more romantically inclined, youli
Mark Mizzel from WCWS. Tomorrow Thanksgiving break!
enjoy "Out of Africa" more for its
ever-growi-
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Fine Arts critic
The Wooster Voice
Last night was the opening of The
College of Wooster Dance Company's
Fall Dance Concert entitled "Visions."
The concert is also playing tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:15 in Freedlander
Theater. Tickets are available at the
ticket office.

The concert is a series of seven
separate dance pieces, and one

left-win-
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'

Tom Karsten

left-win-

one-ha- lf

j

intermission.

The first dance,

choreographed by the concert's director
Kim Tritt, is titled Three Portraits of
CJ Director
Movement." Three dancers each bring
WILLIAM CASEY
into motion the subjects of three
portraits, within the confines of
canvases laid out on stage by light
The portraits are works by Degas,
been a very quiet place. In the past Munch and me cubist Clee. It is an
people went to Ichabod's because they open interpretation of how the portraits'
knew everyone would be there. This is subjects would act in movement, and is
interesting to watch.
no longer a true statement.
Scene two is titled "Coming
This change from a thriving
gathering place, to a quiet, subdued, Apart." and it is danced to the Paul
and, yes, empty room has been MaCartney song of the same name.
explained by everyone, in every The four dancers immediately contrast
manner. This loss of interest in Ich's the slowness of part one with a fast,
has been explained by reasons varying complex and upbeat style, with the
from the dryness of its once flowing dancers working alone and together.
beer taps to its blank, boring and bare Choreographed by student conductor
Sherry Klonk, part two is a good work
walls.
But that is not the end of the story. of modern dance. Dance three is a
serene and simple solo dance,
There has been a new committee
formed by the Student Activities Board choreographed and performed by junior
to work with the additional $7000 NorikoWada. Entitled "Attachment,"
given by SAB specifically for Wada's piece provides a more classical
programming.
Obviously, the turn with its piano music and beauty.
trustees weren't about to give up on
Part four is titled "Visions of the
Ichabod's, and with the efforts of this
Souls Lost in War." Choreographed by
new committee, neither will the
students allow themselves to give up student Cyndi Cas tell, it is an anti-won a traditonal part of Wooster simply statement The exact symbols portrayed
because there isn't beer served there by the dancers were difficult for me to
determine, and therefore this piece was
anymore.
is
Ichabod's
committee presently least enjoyed. Part five, "Head over
The
organizing programs for next semester Heals," is a dance performed solo by
that include a battle of the bands, an air Kim Tritt and was designed by guest
band contest, a number of live bands, choreographer Dana Dodge Koppert It
and programs that are completely new uses a fun and appealing early blues
to the Ichabod's scene. There has been theme, where Tritt depicts the singers
mention of a contest for students to or subjects of the songs. The dance is
formulate future renovation ideas for expressive and natural, and a delight to
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Ich's.

Although the doors of Ichabod's did
not open last weekend, mis weekend
may be a look at what future
programming at Ichabod's may entail.
On Friday, from 8 pjn. to 8 a.m. (yes
that is twelve hours X the International
Students Association will hold a dance
marathon to raise money for AIDS
research. On Saturday night from
11:30 to 2:00 Arctic Red, a band on
campus, will be performing.
Ichabod's has only begun to develop
into a place where students enjoy
going once again. With the support of
the administration as well as the
students, Ichabod's can become the
familiar and comfortable place with all
the character it had before, and maybe
A LOT MORE!

ft

J

i

watch.

Dance number six. "Ataraxia," was

choreographed by junior Lisa
Fowerbaugh. It is a simple work of
movement by seven dancers. Sadly, I
did not see the final piece during my
attendance at the rehears aL It is titled
"Newspapers," and Gladys Bailin was
guest choreographer. Inspired by the
litter Bailin has been exposed to in her
life in New York, "Newspapers" uses
nine dancers and newsprint to express
several ideas a very interesting theme.
The Fall Dance Conceit as a whole
is well presented and performed, and is
worth seeing. This reviewer appreciates
the hard work of the directors and
dancers, and congratulates them on a
success.

i
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Late Night
Musings

-

today:

Francis Park am an, a young
scholarbo tantist, ate his own foot to

Album Review

stay alive after locking himself in his
Courtney Miller
own diesis document. His professor
Music reviewer
found him three days later reciting
Wooster Voice
The
Peterson's Field Guide To Desert
Growths and picking his teeth.
Graham Rayman
Album - Boomtown
Parkaman said, "It was horrific. I'll
Artist- - David and David
Columnist
never eat my own foot again."
The Wooster Voice
Observers declined to comment on the
Reviewing anything for the public is
possibility dial Francis will only eat
never
an easy task because of the
It was about three or five I wasn't other people's feet in the future.
immense
diversity of opinions and
too sure about the time. There is a
Pill Shallownut. a small but
are present within the
tastes
that
independant village idiot, was arrested
strange world between the waking and
sleeping states which once again I had
in connection with a similar incident. different social groups. With all
things considered, it is certainly die job
achieved. The TV flickered at me; but It seems that ol' Pill was reading
anyone who is attempting to be a
of
religious MQlsbury's Anatomy, when he leaned
instead of die usual
critic
to maintain a definite level of
a little too far over die text and fell in.
programming, and Mary Tyler Moore
and open mindedness
objectivity
repeats, a news show was on. A man The cover closed and simply refused to
throughout
the
ordeal. I will try to do
named Bob anchored, and spoke with an let him out. The foot was declared
nothing
With that thought in
less.
indistinguishable Midwestern accent. missing by Shallownut's mother.
mind
shall
begin
by saying that the
I
When
tell,
he had no last
discovered and released,
As far as I could
"Boomtown
album
the latest effort
name. Another man sat on his left, Shallownut denied all charges, and
by
David
singersongwriters
the
and kept saying, "Back to you. Bob," even gave a description of die assailant
David
Ricketts
and
is not
Baerwald,
to police. The police ended up
for no apparent reason. He had no
the
album
immediately
to
easiest
name at alL The events they reported arresting his mother. Mrs. Shallownut
throw into any standardcategory.
were really bizarre. IH try to reproduce now maintains that she never had a
The first cut, predictably tided
son. Shallownut's mentor, Thomas
them, but remember, I was only
"Welcome
to Boomtown" is a rather
Digsman,
commented, "Never saw
at the time. I could
innovative,
but not exceedingly
brilliant
such
own
kid
his
foot
a
eat
have been hallucinating.
original, piece of 1980s straightforward
before. Some of the dumber ones
Walt Whitman, a poet of some
maybe-- ."
Digsman was later arrested rock and roll composition. It is
minor fame, asked forgiveness from
characterized by distant wandering
for trafficking suppositories.
the Russian and American
guitar lines that result in a rather heavy
Shallownut faces a twenty-yea- r
governments for what he called
atmospheric appeal, but falls short of
Reformative thinking maximum sentence for cannibalism
giving
coherency that
d
it the
with an option to buy. Funeral
on his part. Specially commissioned
have
could
essentially
made
it a true
services
for
the
foot
will
be held in
experts from large California
this
inadequacy,
Despite
hitter.
hard
die
think-tanAugust
wild,
could only throw
synthesizer
and
rather
accents
The
anchormen
were
to
about
just
hell
what
the
guesses
in
as
spinning
to
that meant. Bom countries announced move on to the next item when a voice captivating vocals serve to raise it to
the level of a reasonably effective
that they would arrest several members rang out from behind the set: "Hey,
opener.
of each other's diplomatic corps in what are you doing?! Get out of my
The next two tracks, however, can
studio!" Suddenly the screen went
response to the plea.
definitely
be considered works that rise
In a totally unrelated story, in a black. Then a station logo appeared. I
typical small-towabove
the
Nothing
waited
for
minutes.
ten
small flat at 22 IB Baker Street, a
Springsteenesque
blues that seem to
disaffected Sherlock Holmes related the happened. Finally, I staggered off to
poignant yet stupid tale of his birth and bed, wondering whether or not I should personally. Eye contact developed
upbringing by a group of existentialist catch the next bus off the planet.
when he took die time to explain the
guinea pigs. "Yep, it was the
background of his more expressive
highlight of my life," Holmes said.
works such as "Tapestry," which
Then he proceeded to trail into
alledgedly inspired the Greenpeace
mindlessly sentimental dribblings,
movement.
finally crying in his milk. Doctor
The natural imagery of his lyrics
Ted Silverman
Watson declined to comment, but did
as visually inspiring as his
was
Music critic
say that he was moving out. This
fingerpicking
dexterous
reporter could only leave quietly by die The Wooster Voice
accompaniment. The true nature of his
screen door. Later, Holmes was
social message was brought out during
arrested for mail fraud, after getting
Performance: Don McLean at the intermittent digressions between
letters to McGaw Chapel, November IS, 1986.
caught sending
songs but was more vividly issued in
unemployed Maytag repairmen.
On Saturday night, the Musical the lyrical content of his music. His
John Smith reported that a Entertainment Committee of the primary concern appeared to be the
Monarch butterfly flew near his nose Student Activities Board presented a observation that Americans lack a
and made him sneeze. The butterfly performance by Don McLean. He sense of individuality which results in
remains at large.
took the stage a bit past 8:00 P.M. a decline of imagination and leadership.
-- K. Alteman, a "scientist," has
with his sidekick, John Platania.
He suggested that the youth of today
finally found die center of the universe. They jumped right into a selection of are too concerned with being cool, and
"It's in Michigan. They have this
bluesy acoustic songs with a that by wearing this mask we fail to
musical fountain there in the main penetrating electric' lead backing. Mr. use the intelligence within ourselves.
square of this small town. That's
McLean projected some of his life's He also voiced concern over die image
where it is." When asked how he made influences by covering some material of our President and his cultivation of
this miraculous discovery, he said, "I by Buddy Holly, Hank Williams. Roy the conditions of the 1950s in the
just opened a map of Famous Sites In Orbison and Patsy Kline. Each song present by calling this "the tape loop
Michigan, and it almost jumped out was given a unique rendering by this flpcanfi.
and grabbed me." As a result of this master baHadeer. The addition of the
Both his message and his musical
discovery, the American Council Of backup guitarist gave die performance expression of ideas were flawlessly
Physical Astronomers has placed a added edge and crispness. Rather than presented; die climactic points of the
$50,000 bounty on Alteman's head.
the repetitive blaring of major chords evening being the expected delivery of
-- A short person of nondescript sex
the backup leads cut through the his most famous compositions.
and personality is wanted for murder by rhythmic structure with precision and "Vincent." and the classic, "American
the police. According to witnesses, the authority. Don's stage presence was at Pie," which inspired die crowd to sing
amnijlMit has no features at all, making
first cold and reserved, but as the along. A standing ovation was. of
investigation ralher difficult.
evening progressed he began to warm course, in order. Overall, this was one
Two related stories actually came in up and approach the audience more cultural event of redeemable value to
.
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less futile attempt to dig themselves
out of the rut they managed to begin
creating with "Being Alone Together."
The underlying mandolin does add a
rather nice touch, but it tends to be
laden with out of place country-lik- e
punches and lyrics that do nothing
more than make the listener ask
himself whether or not these guys can
plague the rest of the album.
do anything more with words than
Although the lyrics are by no means
make them rhyme. If there is indeed a
unique, "Swallowed By The Cracks" is purpose to any of these songs, it lies
an upbeat dancable piece mat clearly buried deeper than most would care to
stands out as the best cut on the
look.
album. "Ain't So Easy" is a slower
David Sigerson appears to have done
but equally interesting composition
a reasonably decent job with the
that is not only an effective approach production considering the overall
to a synthesizer based song, but also cleanness of the album. One would
works well with Ricketfs clean cut
tend to wonder, however, about the five
vocals (which sound just a little bit too dollar distortion pedal sound quality thai
much like Tom Cochrane's howling at tinges much of die lead guitar work.
times).
Maybe Sigerson likes hearing guitars
From this point on, the album takes through mashed potatoes -- 1 don't.
a definite nose dive into the depths of a Despite its obvious shortcomings
painful mediocrity from which it never "Boomtown" is not a total loss.
It
really recovers. "Being Alone
does appear to exhibit some potential,
Together" and " A Rock For The
but that potential is sadly not always
Forgotten" both plunge into grind ingry utilized. If you can get past the shoddy
slow tempos that are brought down
image David and David create for
even further by sappy and sometimes themselves with their choice of cover
just plain stupid lyrical statements (as photos and layout and throw aside any
if any of the other songs were any taste you have for good lyrics and
better off where lyrics are concerned) . diversity then you might enjoy this
The net result is the beginning of a album. It is after alL not the worst Tve
burdensome monotony.
ever heard, but it certainly rises to no
Continuing the downward trend
great heights by anyone's standards.
"River's Gonna Rise" and "Swimming
The album for this review was
In The Ocean" could essentially be the donated by the Westwood Connection.
same song since bom are characterized
by overly chorused guitar lines that
as Duke Ellington. Count Basie,
mean nothing, and tend to descend into Horace Silver and Freddie Green.
The
a kind of annoying murkiness which
rhythm section contributed solid
only makes the falsely passionate
backing for the ensemble as well as
vocals seem even more trite.
performing some expressive solos.
With the last track entitled "Heroes"
Edward Ridley "ed the back beat with
(how about that for originality), David
clear voicings on piano 'end fJX--7
and David appear to make a more or
synthesizer. Guitarists Patrick Miller
and Billy Simms chunked out
McLean
die College community. Don
stomping rhythms end stinging leads.
hopefully will return to this land of
Drummer David Coogan worked well
artistic drought to liven up our
with
bassist Chris Bockiuho
appreciative audience once again.
strummed electrio and . acoustic
(standup) bass and even look a gutsy
solo.
The whole ensemble worked well as
with dynamic flash and gusto.
unit
a
point of criticism worth'
only
The
Ted Silverman
mentioning was the occasional
Music critic
occurrence of insensitive loudness by
The Wooster Voice
the horns which overshadowed the
contributions of the rhythm section.
This event was an overwhelming
Performance: The Wooster Jazz
Friday.
of abundant student talent.
Chapel,
testament
Ensemble at McGaw
can only improve
Jazz
Ensemble
1986.
The
November 14.
from this strong position. Hopefully,
Jeff Lindberg of die Department of
Musk led the Jazz ensemble through a a larger part of the College community
will take notice and support their efforts
lengthy selection of big band style,
bluesy jazz numbers for an enthusiastic in the future.
and appreciative audience. The evening
featured several solos by members of
die instrumental ensemble as well as a
terrific performance by vocalist Laura
.

.

'

Jazz Review

Trombonists Bryan
and Adam Cohen,
saxophonists Jim Black, Jeff Bacon

Schwartz.
Thierkfield

and Adam Grom. trumpeters Tim
Mcoul and Eric Knorr each took their
turn at center sUge and gave
outstanding improvisations. Lava

Schwartz took the stage with
confidence and sang with great
dynamic range and vibrato.
The ensemble covered a variety of
big band tunes by such famed masters

Don't Forget to
Register for

Springy

by 4:30

PMTorlav!
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care about anything. ONE little month
It must be "beautiful" to be the poor. (though possibly inadvertent) example
of how Blacks continue to be relegated
out of eight! Is that too much to ask?! Black, Female head of a household
L guess so. I even have to write my
children in a rotten to the background. The college's
raising semi-ferown vacation notices to our readers! environment. Young single Black
alumni publication prominently
Well, I'm not really on vacation, of mothers probably fantasize like mad displays a pair of White students
"a
course, but this was a vacation notice watching White images of success on relaxing in posh surroundings
initially, and I had to write it! What a TV. But are they "able to love, laugh, portrait of gracious living". They look
grind. What a beat Kids work too and enjoy life" half as easily as students friendly and contented. The smiling
November is Hell, I'm
young lady occupies the seat of honor
hard.
at Who's Who College?
convinced. Thanksgiving is small
in the foreground. Behind her, the
No maner how bad off, every
consolation indeed. It's a good thing
person knows the color smiling young gent rests his arm on
Christmas comes so soon after this of money. They ALL know how to the back of her armchair, displaying his
depressing void so I can get some
watch with the shiny
speak Green English. With their
With the sincerest of
presents.
wristband. The carpet is vaguely
tremendous buying power, Blacks
apologies to those born in November, could start pumping money back into oriental, the wallpaper suitably subdued
your month is the very nadir of my
Black businesses that employ in pattern, as befits this gray area of
existence. I'm sorry to be so blunt,
minorities instead of continuing to by Liberal Arts. And, far to the rear, a
but ask anybody who takes classes (on Japanese
"Walkmans" and Black d with indistinct features
top of I.S.) and youll get a similar
provides background music on the
reaction. They might not use the word
Paul Newman (in "The Color of grand piano.
"nadir," but youll get the gist. Geez, I Money") tells it like it shouldn't be
They are all dressed in white or baby
'
need a vacationas you may have
The happy White students are in
Tom
Cruise
blue.
that
when he teaches
already surmised from the content and "mercy isn't professional". The Black front. The pensive Black musician
structure of this sloppily compiled little race to suburbia has been too
stays at a safe distance behind. This is
Negroid
beating
the
the image the college projects in order
If
excursion I'd like to call an article.
to raise money. Is this really 1986?
But, I've had a lot to do, so frankly, competition is NOT your "soul"
objective, then having mercy on your This scene looks like 19S6. The three
Scarlett, I don't give a damn if it's
own kind may be extremely students in their matching white
good or not.
professional. If the Black middle class apparel hearken back to a mythological
problem" that needs to cleared up by is going to get any bigger, they will time of innocence. The Japanese screen
have to do better than look back over on the rear wall serves as a backdrop for
"the brothers and sisters".
entertainer.
Some Black students think it IS "a their shoulders with disdain. They will the exotic,
problem". They think race still counts have to go right through the
Yet, why are the White students facing
beautiful looking glass the photoghrapher so totally oblivious
for a lot. .They think this is still 1932" straight-hair-and show their to the music being played? The
TV
ISO
lynchings
in
of network
and there have been
how to quit Blackness of the piano player seems
brethren
White
They
mink
years.
the past four
racists are still burning people instead "dogging" it and pool resources. No totally irrelevant, if not completely
incongruous. So, why attend a school
of merely burning books and lighting more "me first!".
crosses. (And these students are not
It will not be easy to reassert Black so indifferent to the needs of Blacks?
way off base. According to the Pride while Blackness continues to be
Philip Gore
Christian Science Monitor of disparaged by the media. The cover of
1 11386, 45
Class of 1973
of all people who die in the Fall issue of Wooster is a perfect
household fires are Black!)
Some Black students waste precious
at
study time determining how many
Recess ' r.
White people with full lips like Mick
Tuesday, Novembrer 25 Close at 5 p.m.
Jagger really have African roots. ' Is he
Wednesday, November 26 Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
possibly Tina Turner's long lost
al

.

Notice
EDITOR S NOTE: Mr. Albin is, and
has been, on vacation. His column
will return after Thanksgiving recess.
As he could never resist a good recess,
he had, in October, in preparation for
this late November cornucopia, decided
that he would rather not write a single

article in the entire month of
November. It would prove a strain on
his stomach, he thought, and would
not leave him well prepared for his
mother's home cooking. We at the
Voice (not to mention various
professors) were a bit wary of such a
respite on Mr. Albin's part, but in the
end decided that his leave of absence
might be best after all. He is
apparently having a wonderful time of
it in the Australian Outback,
encountering koala bears, kangaroos,
dingos and gila monsters at every turn.
As you all know, the koala bear
seldom drinks, so, if nothing else
comes of this vacation, perhaps Mr.
Albin may learn a valuable lesson in
sobriety from the tiny koala bear of all
things!
For those of you, then, who

look to the Voice not only for the
latest in campus tidbits but also for a
little harmless entertainment, our
Oh, there is another
apologies.
column in this paper that sometimes
delves into the slightly amusing. I
don't know where it is in the paper this
week. It's usually on about Page 3 or
4 (or Page 47 if he's hicky! HA!), but,
hey. I'm on vacation this week and I
er, urn, I mean Mr. Albin, yeah, Mr.
Albin is on vacation this week and he
Well, this
doesn't know where Gra
is silly! Why the hell would Dave care
where the hell Graham's article is
anyway! I don't er, I mean Dave
doesn't lay out the Voice, so why
would he know where it is!! I urn,
Dave I mean, doesn't ge OH, WHAT
THE HELL!! You know it's me now
so I might as well just get this off my
chest. I'm not in Australia, I'm not
.

preparing

;

my

stomach

for

Thanksgiving, and I'm not taking any
pointers from any koala bears! This
paper won't finance a measly month's
vacation for me so I just don't really
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Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 3
Black community at the College
receive this publication but white
faculty, staff administrators and
traditionally White organizations too.
As of this year, our fifth year of
publication, ICO or more institutions
of higher education, with which we
have a network of communication,
across the United States also receive it.
And this year Haramfree figfafr
being offered to all College of Wooster
students who are interested, free of

"

charge.

The Harambee Speaks committee is
not of BSA. The Black Student
Organization but is an educational
project, out of the Office of the Deans'
of the Assistant Director of Black
Student Affairs at the College.
Finally I leave this audience with
What is White
these questions?
racism? Why must Blacks handle with
care everything for fear of how we will
be viewed or interpreted by the larger
society? Did the larger society handle
with care when they totally misled the
world by leaving Blacks and their
monumentous achievements and their
impact on the world out of history? Or
when society tells the partial story of
slavery or of Martin Luther King Jr. or
when they left out our man Malcolm
X? Does the larger society care how
we feel when Blacks are studied from
outside of the community and written
up in government reports that label us
as uncivilized and blame our oppressed
state on our family structure? (The
Moynihan Report) Does the larger

society

care

when acclaimed

psychologists and anthropologists label
Blacks as a genetically inferior race of
people? The Harambee Speaks the
truth and sometimes the truth hurts if

you've been believing a lie all your life.
As stated in the editorial introduction
of the magazine, articles and opinions
of some of our writers may offend
some of our readers but this is not our
intention. All we set out to do is raise
important issues, exchange, ideas,
cause individuals to think and most
importantly educate our audience. With
all the attention you and countless
others have brought to our publication
as of late, I believe we are
accomplishing our goals.
The Black student from a
Thanlfyou,
disadvantaged background may well
Cheryl J. Thompson
question how many White folks can
Managing Editor
Speaks
see beyond the color of a person's skin.
Harambee
They are forgetting how many Blacks
Assistant Director
have joined the great middle class.
Office of Black Student Affairs
half-brothe- r?

Somehow these

Black

was AHorner.

Thursday, November 27 Closed
Friday, November 28 Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, November 29 Open at 1 p.m.

Urban

Professionals did not get "burned", all
to the contrary aside! Many have
fears
Dear Editor.
accomplished more than millions of
Fully 23's of Blacks live somewhere lower income Whites.
above the poverty line. A few grow up
Quite possibly, having a network of
in "very affluent" surroundings. To White friends can give you as much of a
them. Blackness is relatively
boost today as civil rights statutes did
unimportant and not any " cause for in the past. It might not hurt to have
excitement". They have too much
(ancestors forbid!) a "White spouse".
class to be visibly worried about racial Meeting Whites of the opposite sex is
identity. The "color blind" Black
comparatively easy in the suburbs or
student of the 80's envisions settling
on a predominantly suburbanite
down one day "with a White spouse"; campus, areas sometimes known as
bur wonders whether this is " a
"the Who's Who side of town".

it t&r. neve
pav
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Masters of Disaster Strike at Regionals

Season Ends for
Cross Country Women

Fach and Fleming Place Well
by Chuck Brady

The snow covered golf course in
Holland, Michigan was the setting for
this years NCAA Great Lakes Regional
Championship, and the result was
Wooster's best team finish in three
consecutive trips to the regionals.
Conference rival Case Western Reserve
won the meet with 56 points, and
joining mem as regional representatives
in the National Championships at
Fredonia, New York, is Otter bein
College who finished second.
The NCACS top finishers however,
were Wooster's
"Masters of Disaster." Todd Fach and
Paul Fleming. Fach covered the
place some 30 seconds behind Marcell
Stephens of Mount Union. Paul
Fleming finished 10 seconds behind

better. "I felt I had a chance to win it,"
he commented later. After running
with the leaders for over two miles, the
predicted favorites realized that Fach
was not about to concede the race to
them. At that point the pace picked up
noticeably.
For the team as a whole,
coach Tun Bean had mixed reactions. "I
have good and bad emotions. Paul and
Todd ran super races, and the team
finished higher than any of the last ten
years. But there is no way we are sixth
in this region. For some reason we
didn't run to our capacity." Obviously
the loss of Scot Mellor, with a broken
leg at Conference, was costly.
A number of runners admitted to
suffering a lapse of concentration and
had trouble fighting that last hill
some 600 meters from the finish.
"That's where Coach Bean was
15-ye-

self-proclai- med

Todd for fifth place, earning
honors. Both Scot runners
will make the trip to compete at the
Division HI Nationals next weekend.
For Todd Fach, the race was both a
thrill and a recognition that he can run
all-regio-

nal

waiting," said

co-Capt- ain

ar

Paul

Fleming, "right where we needed to be
motivated."

After Todd and Paul, Wooster's
runners were spread rather widely
through the middle of the field.
Sophomore Todd Kelleher was 27th
with a time of 28:26 as third man.
Following him was Scott Michalek,
44th in 28:53. Chris Trivers and
Chuck Brady worked well together
through the first three miles to finish
61st and 66th. Freshman Dave Dubin,
fighting illness and injury, was
Wooster's seventh man in 90th place.
"Coming back to Hope is like
completing a full circle for the seniors
of the team," remarked Paul Fleming.
Three years ago, the Scot's were
overjoyed to beat two teams in the
GLCA meet on the same course.
Now, three seasons of steady
improvement have brought the Scots
to the brink of national quality. Tm
ready for the season to start over
again." says Chris Trivers. And Coach
Bean could not agree more. This squad.
whose performance and signs of
excellence last year prompted Bean to
put off his retirement for one more
season, has provided "the greatest
season I've experienced at Wooster."
And for the Beaner and two of his stars,
this one is far from over.

Becky Pickett

Sports writer
The Wooster Voice
The women's cross country team
ended their season last weekend at the
Regional meet hosted by Hope
College. Competing in a field of H
J

teams,

finish at the Case Western meet,
second place finish at their own
Wooster Invitational, and third place
finish in the college division at the
All Ohio meet The team also qualified
for the Regional meet by placing in the
top three at the conference meet.
--

the Lady Scots took 5th place overall.
Stephanie Scierka led the way for
Wooster finishing in 20th place. Next
was Katie Keller (31s0 followed bv!
Becky Pickett (33rd) and Robyn
Sommer (34th). Pat Bauerle and
Janette Host finished 56th and 61st,
respectively.

Looking at the season in review.
Coach Craig Penney comments, "Both
injuries and illness took its toll on our
goals and objectives for this year's
team. However, we got as much out
of our runners as we possibly could and
I'm proud of what we were able to
accomplish mis season."
Some of the season highlights for
the Lady Scots were their first place
j

:

Already planning for the '87
season, Penney is busy recruiting new

runners

and scheduling more
competitive meets. The key change for
next year's program, Penney believes,
will be running against stiffer
competition. The only way we're,
going to get better is to run against the
better teams and that's what we hope to
do," he says.
"Its been a good season for us
despite the setbacks," comments

sophomore

Stephanie

Scierka,

"Hopefully, next year, though, we can

get ourselves back up at the top where
we belong."

Women Spikers Look Forward to New Season

Men and Women Swimmers

Wes Johnston
Sporte Writer
The Wooster Voice

WinAtWittenbeig
Wes Johnston
Sports Writer , ,
The Wooster Voice

It's begun! The College of Wooster is a solid core of swimmers including
men and women swimming teams ; Jerry Hammaker, Ted Au, Tim
successfully opened the season as both Anderson, and an excellent freshman
class including Ben Tederstrom, Jeff
the men and women won at the
Burt, Ted Friedman, and Derek Argust.
Invitational,
The
Wittenberg
invitational was held last weekend, and In the Wittenberg meet, Wooster was
provided the first glimpse at a led by Ted Au who won the 100 &
200 breaststroke and Jerry Hammaker
promising season to come.
The College of Wooster women's who won the 400 1.M.. Also, captains
team, which was ranked 5 th nationally Scott Mclean and Ben Spriggs. and
last year, was led by the triple wins of freshman Ben Pederstrom swam well in
Kris Bauman who won the 100, 200, their respective events. The men are
500 free, and Andrea Gomez who set a looking to improve on their excellent
finish last year-- 4th in the NCAC
new Wittenberg pool record in the
which
is the toughest conference in
1000 free. The women returning from
3 swimming. The men's
Division
last year's team are looking forward to
to challenge Denison
looking
is
team
again cracking the top ten nationally.
AHegeny
and
for
a place in the NCAC.
Leading mis quest wui oe co captains
and women's
men's
The
along
Betsy
Barrett
Zipf
and
Mandy
performance at the Wittenberg
with a solid core of swimmers
including Brooke Henderson, Shelly Invitational gives indication of. a very
Jones, Kay Schwerzler, Page successful season ahead. Both teams are
Schoenke, Sonja Alwyn, Kris led by enthusiastic Head Coach Kieth
Bauman, and the new freshman class Beckett and assistants Amy Russ and
Dean Phisquellec Your support and
led by Andrea Gomez. The women
will have competition this year from encouragement is needed at the meets J
There is a home meet this Saturday
Allegheny , Denison, and national
(Nov. 22) against John Carroll at
Kenyon.
champs,
1:00p.m.. Come on out and support
The- - men's team is led by
-tri --captains Scott Mclean, Nilos
SakeUarious, and Ben Spriggs. There
'

i

.

--

the

teams.

Last Friday, the Wooster volleyball
team, seeded third going into the
NCAC Championships, succeded in
living up to their ranking by placing
third in the championships behind a
dominating Kenyon team and an ever
tough Allegheny squad.
The
Championships were held at The
College of Wooster and boasted the
presence of two leg it am ate
candidates: Kenyon
sophomore's Holly Swank and Shelly
Ail-Americ-

an

Prospects look very good for next
year's team. The team does not lose
any seniors to graduation and will
return a very strong nucleus including
exciting Kathy Kkin and the leadership
Meg Anf ang, Tracy
of seniors-to-b- e
Foreman, Mary Hueske, Dawn Lightel

Klein

'

10-2-

ins

4.

--

15-1- 3,

10-1- 5,

8-1-

5.

prize

the

NCAC

Championship.

AII-NCACte- am

4--

co-capta-

15-1- 2,

crown

and Lightel Selected to

Swank.
Wooster, which had an overall record of
8
but an impressive 2 record in
the tough NCAC league games played
ferocious volleyball , hustling and
diving for balls all over the court
The Wooster women were led by first
year coach Pam Smith and the excellent
leadership of junior
Tracey
Foreman and Mary Hueske along with
the heightened play of spikers Kathy
Klein, Dawn Lightel, and Michelle
Brittain as well as the setting and
hitting of Julie Gilmor, Melanie
Headley and Meg Anfang.
From most accounts, the team
members were pretty satisfied with mis
year's play, especially the tournament
where Wooster beat Oberlin 15-- 15-- 3
and the improving Denison team
and eventually losing to
the 1985 NCAC Champion Allegheny
in two, very tough matches

and Melanie Headley. .With this strong
group and the enthusiasts coaching of
Pam Smith, expect to see The College
of Wooster challenge Kenyon for the

By News Services
The College of Wooster women's
volleyball team landed two of its
players on the 1986 North Coast

Athletic

All-Conferen-

ce

squad.

Sophomore bitter Kathy Klein
(Nashville, Term.) netted first-teahonors, while junior middle hitter
Dawn Lightel (Kent) was named
honorable mention.
Klein was the most improved and
consistent player for the Scotties this
season. Her combined offensive and
defensive talents kept Wooster alive in
many matches. She registered 146
kills, six serving aces, and 18 solo
blocks for the season. Her 178 total
m

blocks was tops on the team and the
key to Wooster's defensive success.
Lightel, one of the more seasoned
players on a young team, continued to
be a strong and steady performer for
Wooster. Her powerful spiking attack
ignited the Wooster offense, a she led
the team with 178 kills. ..She also
added 33 serving aces andl7 solo
blocks.

.
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by News Services

by News Services
College of Wooster
women's basketball coach Chris Hart is
understandably apprehensive aobut the
Scotties' opener Friday, Nov. 21
against Marietta in the first round of
the Marrietta Tournament. After all.
this is Hart's fist head coaching
assignment, and she is replacing a
legend in Nan Nichols, who guided the
team to 175 victories during the past
First-ye- w

two decades.

One player who may be able to calm
the nerves of the rookie coach is senior
wing Lisa Diment (Kalamazoo,
Mich.), who led the conference in
scoring with an average of 18.8 points
per game last season and is destined to
leading
become Wooster's
scorer. She will be joined by senior
post Karen Johnson (Westerville), who
averaged 12.4 points per game last
season and is recovering from a broken

The College of Wooster men's
basketball team hopes to erase the
disappointment of last season when it
campaign at the
opens the 1986-8- 7
inaugural Alumni Classic at Capital
University Tournament Nov. 21 .
5
last
The Scots, who finished
season, will meet Capital in the second
game of the first round. Friday, Nov.
21 at 8 p.m. Kenyon will meet
Millikin in the first game of the

nose suffered early in pre season
practice. Junior point guard Lisa
Tomasetti ( Wooster), a talented
playmaker, who averaged 4.4 points
per game last season, will spend much
of her time trying to get the ball inside
to Diment and Johnson. Junior Brendt
Heil (Smithville). a transfer fron
Heidelberg, is expected to give the
Scotties strength underneath the
basket, while senior Jill Edwards
(Cincinnati) will be relied on for her
leadership and steady style of play.
Following the Marrietta
Tournament, the Scotties travel to
Ashland Nov. 25.

11-1-

evening.
Fourth-yecoach La Wims will rely
senior post Mike
heavily on
O'Brien (Wooster), who will begin his
third season as a starter after leading the
ar

6-foo-
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otf Law

College
tuff goal is to
Ihielp you leadta

Continued from page 1
One campus official, who asked to
remain anonymous, dismissed the
controversy as overblown. "As far as I
know, it's affected only two professors
(Tedford and Fragola). I'm not aware of
any other changes, and I don't anticipate
any others."
The new law makes it a felony for
adults to possess pornography in their
not
homes, lets local communities
obscene,
is
what
state courts define
and lets police arrest anyone suspected
of disseminating pom before a judge
determines whether the material is in

youiffs.
"BEING AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT IN MOOT COURT HAS
AFFORDED ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPLY THE LEGAL
SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
I'VE ACQUIRED AT

i

fact obscene.

As a result. Carpenter says,
professors may not have much chance
to argue the value of their allegedly
obscene course content before being
hauled off to jaiL
"There's no fair warning clause,"
she notes. "Violators can be arrested
on the spot, and it's up to a jury to
determine if the material under question
is legal or not."
course changes
The
being
professors
of
prospect
the
and
carted off jail "have raised interest in
the issue on the part of students," the
well-publiciz- ed

ACLLTs Gardner reports.

Although Gardner adds private
citizens are at just as much risk of
arrest as urofessors, " there's not that
much awareness (of the risk) on the
part of the average person because most
feel they aren t inconvenienced try tne
statute."
students, however.
Several UNC-Against
Citizens
have started a
to raise
group
(CAC)
Censorship
money to try to repeal the new law.
While students seem to feel
aggrieved by the law. CACs Phil
McCaul adds "this is a conservative
environment and the law is vaguely
written, so we're holding seminars and
writing letters to publicize its potential
G

danger."

The law," he asserts,

.

"is part of a

big movement to return to 'traditional
humanism.'
values' and
is a bad
law
the
.Most people realize
thing."
'anti-secul-

Season

Scot Cagers Set to Tip Off the 1986-8- 7

Women's Basketball

ar

Scots in scoring (15 points per game) Rich, who became a started at
averaged 5.5 points
and rebounding (8.8 per game) in
in 1985-81985-8Joining O'Brien will be
.pital, under first-yecoach Dave
junior post John Mead (Upper
, id
M
V w win
Montclair, NJ.). who averaged 2.6
10-- 1
The
'ocord last season.
points and 1.2 rebounds per game in
rc
Luke
by
junior
i
led
center
Crusade
limited action last season.
6.8
points
McConnell,
averaged
who
up
the
make
Three sophomore
and 4.3 rdntunds per game, and
balance of Wooster's starting five.
Gary Meszaros (Barberton) win start at sophomore guard Tom Lanier, who
points averaged 63 points per game last
point guard. He averaged
and one assist per game last season. season.
Following the Capital Tournament, "
Todd Keiper (Akron) and Chuck Rich
Scots will open at home against
the
(Mansfield) will start at the two wing
Union, Tuesday, Nov. 25 at
Mount
positions. Keiper averaged less than
,7:30
in Timken Gymnasium. while
season,
pjn.
one point per game last
mid-seaso-

n,

per-L-.i-

6.

6.
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This holiday season,
Stuff'
set
the"We
O
,1
.la
aiinengntpnce.
,

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries
Together with your fivorrf Macintosh word
procrsing software, you can Iransform
your 'kno into tlie dearest, mot letter
perfect papers you em turned out And
turned in on time

the competitive
No um cm
edge then classes begin in January, fun a
tacintosh"" personal computer and jti the
r
extras
'
j
1 cali il thr Macintosh
Vmi'H oil il a great deal' Became
hni tM bus a MauMwn "Write Muff
tundie before January 9. ISH7. you'll recent
a bundle of extr.5
km save $2V
Not onlv iil you get you. :hno? of a
'bcintosh 512K Enhancoi or s Mactniu
Plus, yu II also get an Image Writer" II
primer, the perfect solution for producing
report
neai ! tier quality tern rapers
compkte villi graphs charts, and
illusi rat loti
. Mljgl tiling,
Plus, y.w II
L-the pieinier spelling chech-- i 'on- dictionary
wird
tatting an 80.000
J
1
ilh optuns lor
r-J-

Sl-ij-

ha-Kt-

e

What i more, tlicre s a Macintosh
tx
Support KM rilled with valuable ac-tand computer care products from ?M
Complete with all the things ou need to
keep your Macintosh running long alter
you re graduated
v.

'

Let us show you huw to get through
college better, fester. an--J smarter Stop in
and see us for more inf.wnialion

.
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THE CHALLENGE
AS GREAT AS THE
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REWARD."
RALPH UJSHU
Third Yesr Student
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Academic Computing Services Consulting Office

College of Law invites you to
attend an Open House. You'll have a chance to
meet our faculty, staff and students, and learn
about our program, admission requirements, and
career opportunities.
.Select a date thafs convenient for you and return
the reply form below. Well send you more
Cleveland-Marsha- ll

TavWHad
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SUMMER JOBS
Nome.

$3000
.

Address.
CHy. State,

Phone.

Zip.

Undergrad
School

- $4500 THIS SUMMER

Exterior House Pointing
14 Week Minimum Season
40 Hours Per Week

e Manogernenl Opportunities
.Major.

.Graduation Data.

Yea, I plan to attend the Open House scheduled on:
December 28. 1986
December 6. 1966
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9)0 a.m. to 12 noon
1.-0-0

No, I'm unable to attend an Open House but please send me an application and
catalogue.

e

College of Law LB 111
ll
Cleveland State University Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Cleveland-Marsha-

OaveSsndSteta

University

in 1st Year

Great Career Experience- Storting $5 Per Hour Wage

i:

HURRY!
Job Opening wm Be Fated
m Ine Next Few Weeks
AH

Co
(216)
Or Write Coftege Craft Pointers
3355 Richmond. Suite 200
Beocmvood, OH 44122
To Apply.

S31-09-

The Office of Admissions
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